
 

Numerology 101:
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Number 1 is naturally independent, brave, courageous and probably so used to
taking risks that they ceased to feel like risks a long time ago. 

 
You have a deep self-trust. You are confident, self-assured and believe in

yourself and is one reason why taking control of situations come naturally to
you.

 
Ambitious and powerful, you will try anything once! You're a trailblazer...
You are innovative and creative. There are no limits, only opportunities.  

 

Challenges:
You may at times, feel as though your challenges in life are too great. Your
confidene can be knocked and your self-esteem drop. The boundaries you

break are for the good of everyone who walks behind you.
Your strong independence can at times become selfishness. Your competitive

nature can sometimes mean that you to tread unkindly over the paths of others,
crushing their efforts, rather than raising them up.

Another tendency of this spirited number, is to create drama, simply to have a
fight to win. 

 
But this will always end up as self-sabotage. 

The people you love dont need your negative side. Channel it constructively into
projects activities, sports, and games that will serve you. 

 

Relationships:
It's in your nature to tend to put 'number one' first. Therefore, you'll probably
get on best with someone who treats you as the centre of their world, offering

you unconditional love and support plus freedom when you need it.  
 

Life Path 1 
"The Leader"
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In Numerology, the number 2 is naturally sensitive, insightful, deeply intuitive,
inquisitive and gentle, and on a tireless quest to understand other people

through your supernatural empathy.
 

The sensitivity of this number means that you feel what others feel and as such,
you are everything in your power to prevent others from harm. 

 You avoid drama and upset, and put others needs above your own, to keep
the peace. 

Other people trust you, you're a loyal friend, you know how to thrive knowing
you are appreciated. 

 
You have a strong sense of justice, striving to consider everyones perspective

and point of view whilst at the same time not wanting to side with either.  
 

Challenges:
Your heightened sensitivity can quickly lead to hurt feelings. 2's are also the

most likely of all Life Paths to struggle to discern between your own feelings and
the feelings of other people. 

 
Being a 2 can be exhausting for your nervous system, exercise is important. 

 
Giving too much can leave you depleted. 2's must learm to recognise your own
energetic thresholds, without standing yp to life's 'takers' you can easily end up
enabling other people's unhealthy behaviour rather than helping to heal them.  

 

Relationships:
You have such a sensitive and perceptive understanding of the emotional realm
that you find it most comforting when you're in a committed relationship. When
threatened, you can exhibit traits of possessiveness and jealousy which could

push people away. The right pairing, will happily last.  
 

Life Path 2 
'The Peacemaker'
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Life Path 3 
'The Performer'

Number 3,  is naturally bright, playful, creative, has a strong sense of self-
expression and always on the lookout for fun. This number is not afraid to take

centre stage and play the role of the entertainer. 
 

You're at your happiest laughing and joking your way through life. But this isn't
to say you're not emotionally aware as this number is sharp and perceptive.  

 
You need a variety of interests to keep things exciting, your positive attitude

means you're a person who has the skill of seeing the good in every situation. 
 

Discipline and focus on your own given talents is a must or you risk becoming a
jack of all trades but a master of none.  

 

Challenges:
 This number needs an audience but not in an ego-fuelling way, it's simply who
you are. The danger comes when you 'perform' solely to please other people

and lose sight of your soul. 
 

So, tread carefully or the meaning will be lost. With such a busy, excitable and
enthusiastic personality, the Life Path 3 can hop from project to project. This
tendency can mean you miss out on the benefits that come from committed

practoce and discipline. Challengers of this path may emerge as self-sabotage.
The vulnerability required of this number to step up and speak the truth leaves

3's open to judgement. But it's the only way to live with full authenticity.  
 

Relationships:
Relationships with you will always be fun and spontaneous! Because of your

carefree attitude, you'l invite partner who want this too. 
 

You will have better long-term compatibility with Life Path Numbers who can
ground you and gently pull you back nto everyday life. That said, too much

'reality' and your creative spark could be threatened. You need a loving balance
with enough emotional freedom balanced with commitment and responsibility.   
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Life Path 4 
"The Builder"

Number 4 represents ability foundation, dependability and practical creation, It
brings together the 4 elements - earth, air, fire and water - which make up the

foundations of our world. If a jobs needs doing, you're the one with the
disciplineneeded to give it the hard work it needs, not taking shortcuts. Your

reliability makes you one of life's born teachers. 
 

You're in tune with how you feel but you certainly won't let that get in the way of
what needs to be done. The rooted nature of this number will call you into work
with your ancestors and enter Karmic relationships. This creates the foundations

from which humanity will be able to evolve.  
 

Challenges:
Your very fixed nature can make you stubborn at times, and lacking

spontaneity. This means that you're more likely to stick to what you know than
take a risk  and strike out due to your deep-seated mistrust of the unknown.

 
You risk developing a martyr-like attitude believing that you are the only one
capable of performing certain tasks. It would do you well, to learn the arts of

delegation and humility. 
 

You may also need to watch your communication. You DO know so much and
you DO have strong opinions, but these can verge on the narrow-minded. Be
aware that being critical of others can mask for your own personal feelings of

lack, if you're not living the life you truly want.  
 

Relationships:
Relationships with you will always be safe, committed and predictable. 4's will
have the best long-term compatibility with someone whose willing and able to

inject a little fun into the relationship. That's not to say that you can't, but
without the spark, any committed relationship risks becoming routine and dull.  
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Life Path 5 
"The Adventurer"

You're on a personal journey to explire the world. Your highest path represents
freedom, dynamic energy, change and adventure. You thrive anywhere you can

express this and have a deep trust in the support of the Universe. 
 

Never afraid of the unknown, the safe confines of routine and daily life are not
what this number aspires to.  That regular 9-5 existence fills you with horror!

You need a lifestyle that gives you the ability to fly free.
 

Other people find your company intoxicating. Full of tall tales and stories of high
adventure. Committed relationships can be a struggle for you, you have lots of
friends simply because you get bored SO easily. Exercise often or youll feel a

build up of nervous energy leaving you restless and needing change.  
 

Challenges:
5's have scattered energy, are easily distracted and spend a lot of time looking

out for new experiences. This hunger for constant stimulation can mean you
lack the discipline required to really make a go of something. You may also miss
out on opportunities simply because of other people don't trust you with them. 

 
Another risk of 5's vibration, is that your nature is addictive. You turnto

stimulants like alcohol, drugs, shopping and even sex to keep life full of the new
experiences you crave. Be sure to keep your sense alive with healthy new

experiences... 
 
 

Relationships:
Relationships will always be full of excitement and a whirlwind of change! With

freedom as your number 1 priority your ideal partner needs to offer you as much
space as you need, as at the first sign of commitment you tend to run a mile.

Day to day living needs to be enough for any potential love match. You will likely
attract many lovers, due to your magnetic appeal and endlessly entertaining

personality.
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Life Path 6 
"The Nurturer"

6's represent harmony, generosity, affection, protection, are maternal, and of
service. You thrive anywhere you can support the welfare of others. You've a

strong sense of personal and collective responsibility. 
 

You keep your home open and available to whoever need a safe space to stay.
You are who you are out of love and want everyone to have their chance to

succeed. You have high standards and believe everyone should put 100% in, all
of the time. 6 is a number of creativity.

 
 It's vital that you remember to lighten up, have fun and enjoy life! This is where
you'll find true meaning. Remember, the "best" may not look how you think it

should. 
 

Challenges:
Number 6 has a perfectionist streak, anything less than perfectisnt good

enough. This can lead to disappointment, criticism and exhaustion, steadily
working yourself into the ground. Self-righteousness can rise for 6's, especially

when it comes to the home. 
 

Physical and emotional burnout is not uncommon for number 6's. You cannot
give from an empty cup, so seeking the balance between service and self-care
is critical. Some 6's worry that time away from their duties is self-indulgent. Not

true! Be careful 6's, your desire to help others can become enabling.  
 

Relationships:
Family is your number 1 priority. You make a safe and devoted partner, but

you're not lacking the fun factor! In the right love match, you and your partner
will take centre stage of the social scene. It's likely you really need a partner

whose as invested as you are in the long-term, but you're also more than able
to hold the fort. Be sure that your roles are clearly defined, and that you also get

the space and respite you need from the responsibilities of long-term
relationships and family.
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Life Path 7 
"The Seeker"

7's are on a personal journey to find the deepest truth. Your skills of perception,
opinion, experience, and intuition, weave together to find the magic that is. You

thrive when you're answering questions. 
 

Your mind is sharp and bright. 7's are deep thinkers, over simulation can be a
problem, so you have tendency to withdraw when your environment gets too
busy. You may express a detached personality but you're in self-preservation

mode. 
 

Your mind never rests and you spend a lot of time wondering "What if....!"
You're thorough, you command trust and enjoy abstract discussions. You love

researching and uncovering every last bit of information on a subject. Your
understanding of the fundamental laws of nature makes you an incredible

teacher. 
 

Challenges:
7's are analytical with critical tendencies. Your habit of over-thinking can

paralyse you at times. Procrastination for fear of making the wrong decision can
also be a real problem. Other people perceive you as aloof or socially awkward,
you may struggle to express the confidence you need, not that you don't have

confidence, you simply live and operate on a different wavelength from everyone
else!  7

 
's are a mystical number, with a strong spiritual connection but this can be

overlooked entirely by many people on this path.  
 

Relationships:
Relationships with youdepend on how much you vibe with your partner. With
your sharp, perceptive and witty mind, you can be the most interesting and

intriguing company on the planet! 
 

You can be wildly misunderstood and retreat if you're not appreciated for the
unique individual you are. Emotional closeness doesn't come easily, it can take

this number longer to ease into romantic partnerships.  
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Life Path 8 
"The Influencer"

8's are on a personal journey to grow into your power and authority.  You need
to perfect your relationship with money and use your wealth to serve the world.

Number 8 symbolises the infinite flow and balance of energy and power. 
 

You thrive when achieving goals and earning money in return. 8's are destined
to rise to the top. You'll certainly go through your fair share of struggle but

rubbing up against challenge is how you'll get your skills and strength!
 

 You have incredible self-discipline and focus. This is a number of quick karmic
return! The real skill of 8's is climbing back up and starting again. You're
exceptionally good at manifesting money and power. However you must

develop your leadership skills with a strong moral compass. 
 

Challenges:
The Life Path 8 is a path of ups and downs. You must be careful not to wallow

in your downs, lest a victim mentality will take over. You have an innate
understanding of business, commerce and how to get ahead. 

 
Your fierce independent streak means you must tme your ego, choose your

battles and challenge the right people, in the right places. Its not uncommon for
eights to play it too small, with excuses for why they're not doing better. 

 
Sometimes 8's take a much more spiritual path where significant personal work

may be needed to overcome your blocks to self-worth. 
 

Relationships:
Relationships with you can be taste of the high life! You're also fiercely

independent so unless you can find a partner who can afford you the time and
space you need, your relationship could end up in trouble. 

 
You don't naturally give much thought to your personal life, most of your time

and energy is spent on work. Not everything worth having in life can be bought
and paid for in cash! 

 
It's up to you to learn this for yourself! 
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Life Path 9 
"The Sage"

You were born into this vibration to embody the wisdom you gathered over many
other lifetimes. You're an old soul and somebody that other people regard as

protective and safe. Full of self-confidence you see everybody with compassion. 
 

You're an idealist and see the potential before the actual. With compassion and
self-sacrifice, you want nothing more than to have a save the world. This is the

work that gives your life meaning. 
 

9's have a strong sense of justice and responsibility. You also seem to have an
uncanny knack of always being in the right place at all the other numbers

combined. 9's lead by example. 9's can often face many endings and closure in
their own lives. Karmic relationships are also common for 9's.  

 

Challenges:
9's are naturally generous. You can fall into the trap of giving unsolicited advice,
whilst you do this with the best intention you can step on tender toes. You must
learn to offer guidance only when it's requested and let people make their own

mistakes. 
 

Your generous nature risks being taken advantage of. Unselfish and highly
hospitable, you would gladly give away the shirt off your own back. But there are

takers in this world, and you serve no one by perpetuating this unhealthy
behaviour You must learn when to say "no" Number 9! 

 

Relationships:
 Relationships with you are usually generous, loving and compassionate. The

uniqueness of the 9 means you have something in common with all other
numbers. You are giving and easy-going. You are committed and honest. The

partner you commit to long-term will likely have to understand the many
directions you find yourself pulled in. 

 
You may have to learn to devote enough time and energy to that one special

person, despite the myriad of social responsibilities you hold! 
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11 is a Master Number that contains double the potency of the Number 1, plus
the foundational frequencies of the Number 2. You're unique, independent, and

have the potential to be a great leader. You're also exceptionally spiritually
connected and have unparalleled psychic gifts. 

 
Trusting your intuition is also a large part of learning to trust your authentic

voice. It's vital for you to live a life of true identity. It's important for all Master
Numbers to understand that any hardship you go through is your training for

mastery. It's normal for Master Number not to blossom until the second half of
life. Don't rush yourself through this time of duality. 

 

Challenges:
Having such high-frquency energy running through your body can make you
very grounded, giving you a sense of not quite being here. You must spend

enough time outside in nature and get plenty of exercise, to move this energy
thorugh your body and divery any nervous tension, preventing it from building

up and making you ill. 
 

Master Numbers are hard work. Your challenges may feel like they're going to
break you. Every experience holds meaning for your life. If you want to live up to
your potential it's very important for you, to take each opportunity that's offered

to you. 
 

Relationships:
 Relationships with you can be deep, intimate and forever or they can be riddle

with challenges! You're sensitive, loving and kind. You have an intuitive
awareness of what your partner needs in a relationship. Times will come when
you need space and independence, and nothing less will do. This is a unique

Life Path, and you must ensure your relationships are serving, and not diverting. 

Life Path 11 
"The Spiritual Messenger"
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Life Path 22 
"The Manifestor"

Your mission is to be an inspirational presence in people's lives and affect
true and lasting change for the collective. Specifically, you're here to change

how people act and embody their purpose in the world. 22 is a Master
Number  that contains double the potency of the number 2, plus the

foundational frequencies of the Number 4. 
 

You thrive when you're working alongside other people to create positive
change in the world. 22's are "Master Builders". It's important to understand

that any hardship you go through is your training. 
 

It's normal for Master Numbers not to blossom into their higher expressions
until the second half of life. It's likely that in the first stages of life, you learn to

stay safe within the realms of the Number 4 earning money and building a
safe foundation. 

 
Don't rush yourself through this time of duality.  

 

Challenges:
22 is a path of bringing dreams down into the material plane. There's a

danger of 22ss falling into workaholic tendencies. If you throw yourself into
work and don't create a healthy balance, you will suffer immensely. 

22s need to be needed, learn to delegate. A rigid mentality and approach can
lead to missed opportunities and failure to reach your true potential. 

 
The danger comes when you distract yourself from your true spiritual calling.
Many 22s do give up on their highest potential and settle for second best in

their lives. Self-destruction and sabotage are very real risk. 
 

Relationships:
Relationships with you can be deep, intimate and lasting, or they can be
challenging! Some 22s enter into relationships with people who are very

needy. you may find yourself giving out a lot of support, if this depletes you,
rather than energises you, reconsider. 

 
This is a unique Life Path, and you must ensure your closest relationships are

serving you, not distracting you. 
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As a 33/6Life Path, your life’s purpose is to utilise your nurturing and healing gifts to
serve yourself and others in an accepting way. The Master Number brings a higher

vibration and an intensity that is undeniable. It “ups the ante” substantially, and
means you’ve come with a higher spiritual purpose. You could feel high-strung
when working with a Master Number as your Life Path. It may feel like there’s a

constant push and pull to do more and be better. You will hold higher expectations
for yourself. A Master Number ultimately means you’re here to “master” your life. It

indicates intense challenges but significant strengths.
 

When You’re In Alignment, You Are Family-oriented, idealistic, responsible,
artistically creative, supportive, devoted, loving, sensible, helping and healing others
on a grand scale, creative, masterful communicator, performing selfless service with

a heightened level of emotional self-expression.
 

When You’re Out Of Alignment, You Are: Perfectionist, critical, idealistic to a fault,
self-righteous, meddling, irresponsible, indulgent, non-committal, self-absorbed,

prone to addictions, self-destructive through elevated self-righteousness and
demanding perfectionism

 
The 33/6 Life Path is about coming to terms with your need for perfectionism and

control, ultimately using your talent for inspired creativity to heal others. It’s a rather
“saintly” job description. An intense Life Path, it can take years to understand and

act out in a constructive way. Reign in the controlling perfectionism that can present
itself as assertive judgment and criticism—of yourself and other people. 

 
Understand that you may not come into your full power as a Master Number 33/6
Life Path until later in your 50’s as it takes a while to get enough experience under
your belt to find your passionate focus. Be patient and know that you’re here for

higher-level service in the world. Avoid the tendency to make your world too small in
an attempt to feel in control.

 
 

Life Path 33 
"The Teacher"
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The Soulful Alchemist

@thesoulfulalchemist

I am committed to using your Mind-Body-Spirit Connection and Spiritual Laws alongside

Numerology, Past Life and Karmic Connections, Aromatherapy, and Intuitive Nutrition to

benefit Blended Families, Parents and Entrepreneurs globally.

Integrating your Human and Metaphysical experiences and bridging the gap so you can

create a Family and Life by design – a life with purpose and one you are here to live!

 

Certified Numerologist 

Certified Master Aromatherapist

Certified Colour Therapist

Certified QHHT Practitioner Level 2

Certified Integrative Nutrition Health Coach

Certified International Coach 

Creator and Founder of The Soulful Alchemy.

Hi Soulful Love!

From corporate professional to Numerology and

Metaphysical Energy and Body expert - I have created

programs to help you understand what your Emotional

Trauma is, where it is coming from and how you can use

it to transform your life from one of suffering to one of

thriving!

Author's Note
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